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+ RINCOMATIC PLUS40 

+ SYMA2 INGLETE 45º

+ TRADITIONAL GOLA

https://www.rincomatic.com/en/corner-hinge-solutions/rincoplus40/
https://www.rincomatic.com/en/corner-hinge-solutions/rincoplus40/
https://www.rincomatic.com/en/aluminum-profile-handles/syma2inglete/
https://www.rincomatic.com/en/traditional-gola-profile/


1. TRADITIONAL GOLA PROFILE

When looking for a seamless and handle-free look, Rincomatic Traditional Gola 
Profile is the ideal match. It can be used for both horizontal or vertical applications. 

While handles are not required to be installed when using Traditional Gola Profile, 
the Syma2 Inglete Handle may be an ideal complement to facilitate the opening of 
doors and drawers and prevent possible damages.



2. RINCOMATIC PLUS40

Rincomatic Plus40 is a 
customizable corner hinge which 
makes possible the opening of 
1 single door or 2 doors.

1 door opening to get
access to daily use
items

2 doors opening for
a 100% access to the
corner

Rincomatic Plus40 is fully
customizable and can
be used in any style of
kitchen, simply insert a
laminate of your choosing

Before After

CUSTOMIZABLE COLOR

 -Get 100% access to the interior 
of L-shaped cabinets

 -Improve storage and space 
organization  



3. SYMA2 INGLETE

Almost invisible, Syma2 
Inglete Integrated Handle 
can be installed horizontally 
along the bottom of the 
upper fronts, providing a 
minimalistic touch

OTHER COLOR SUGGESTIONS 



+ SYMA2 INGLETE 45º

+ RINCOMATIC PLUS40 

+ FLAT GOLA

https://www.rincomatic.com/en/aluminum-profile-handles/syma2inglete/
https://www.rincomatic.com/en/corner-hinge-solutions/rincoplus40/
https://www.rincomatic.com/en/flat-gola-system/


FLAT GOLA PROFILE / SYMA2 INGLETE 45º PROFILE HANDLE

Flat Gola Profile of Rincomatic and Syma2 Inglete Handle form an excellent 
pair to achieve a modern and minimalist project. Its wide range of finishes allows 
innumerable combinations. 
Besides, you can alternate between horizontal and vertical application in any of your 
designs.

Almost invisible, Syma2 Inglete 
Integrated Handle can be installed 
horizontally along the bottom 
of the upper fronts, providing a 
minimalistic touch



2. RINCOMATIC PLUS40

1 door opening to get
access to daily use
items

2 doors opening for
a 100% access to the
corner

After

Before

CUSTOMIZABLE COLOR

Rincomatic Plus40 is a 
customizable corner hinge which 
makes possible the opening of 
1 single door or 2 doors.

 -Get 100% access to the interior 
of L-shaped cabinets

 -Improve storage and space 
organization  



OTHER COLOR SUGGESTIONS 



+ SYMA2 INGLETE 45º

+ RINCOMATIC PLUS40 

+ SYMA32 INGLETE 45º

https://www.rincomatic.com/en/aluminum-profile-handles/syma2inglete/
https://www.rincomatic.com/en/corner-hinge-solutions/rincoplus40/
https://www.rincomatic.com/en/aluminum-profile-handles/syma32-inglete/


1. SYMA32 INGLETE PROFILE HANDLE + SYMA2 INGLETE 45º

Syma32 Inglete Profile Handle and its counterpart Syma2 Inglete is 
an elegant couple that can be used in conjunction with each other to create 
a Gola C-channel look. Besides, its vertical installation is ideal for closets. 



2. RINCOMATIC PLUS40

1 door opening to get
access to daily use
items

2 doors opening for
a 100% access to the
corner

Almost invisible, Syma2 Inglete 
Integrated Handle can be installed 
horizontally along the bottom of the 
upper fronts, providing a minimalistic 
touch

Rincomatic Plus40 is 
a customizable corner 
hinge which makes 
possible the opening of 
1 single door or 2 doors.

 -Get 100% access to 
the interior of L-shaped 
cabinets

 -Improve storage and 
space organization  



OTHER COLOR SUGGESTIONS 
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+ RINCOMATIC PLUS40 

+ SYMA 32

Standard Integrated 
Partial

Integrated 
Total

https://www.rincomatic.com/en/corner-hinge-solutions/rincoplus40/
https://www.rincomatic.com/en/aluminum-profile-handles/syma32/
https://www.rincomatic.com/en/aluminum-profile-handles/syma32-partial-integrated/
https://www.rincomatic.com/en/aluminum-profile-handles/syma32-total-integrated/


1. SYMA32 INTEGRATED PARTIAL + TOTAL 

The combination of Syma32 Profile Handles with its standard and integrated caps 
makes possible to create unique and original designs.



PROPOSALS VERTICAL DESIGN

Left Door:
Syma32 Integrated Total 

Upper Left Door:
Syma32 Integrated Partial Right

Lower Right Door:
Syma32 Integrado Partial Left



DespuésAntes

2. RINCOMATIC PLUS40 CUSTOMIZABLE COLOR

1 door opening to get
access to daily use
items

2 doors opening for
a 100% access to the
corner

Rincomatic Plus40 is a 
customizable corner hinge which 
makes possible the opening of 
1 single door or 2 doors.

 -Get 100% access to the interior 
of L-shaped cabinets

 -Improve storage and space 
organization  



CHOOSE YOUR STYLE



OTHER COLOR SUGGESTIONS 



+ SUGO

+ RINCOMATIC PLUS40 

+ SYMA32 + SYMA14

https://www.rincomatic.com/en/sugo-handle/
https://www.rincomatic.com/en/corner-hinge-solutions/rincoplus40/
https://www.rincomatic.com/en/aluminum-profile-handles/syma32/


 SYMA14

1. SYMA32 + SYMA14 PROFILE HANDLES

The combination of Syma32 with its complementary Syma14 simulates a Gola style 
allowing an independent opening between the upper and lower front. Besides, its 
vertical installation is ideal for closets. 

2. SUGO HANDLE

Sugo is an elegant and cutting-edge handle that Rincomatic offers as alternative for a 
comfortable opening of doors or drawers. It can be installed horizontally at the bottom 
of the upper doors as well as an ideal complement for Flat Gola Profiles.

Syma14 Profile Handle is another alternative to consider for the 
upper cabinets. It can be installed horizontally along the bottom of 
the upper fronts  mainteining in this way parallel lines between the 
base cabinets and wall cabinets. 



Después

Antes

3. RINCOMATIC PLUS40 CUSTOMIZABLE COLOR

1 door opening to get
access to daily use
items

2 doors opening for
a 100% access to the
corner

Rincomatic Plus40 is a 
customizable corner hinge which 
makes possible the opening of 
1 single door or 2 doors.

 -Get 100% access to the interior 
of L-shaped cabinets

 -Improve storage and space 
organization  



+ SYMA2  INGLETE 45º

+ SUGO 

+ FLAT GOLA

https://www.rincomatic.com/en/aluminum-profile-handles/syma2inglete/
https://www.rincomatic.com/en/sugo-handle/
https://www.rincomatic.com/en/flat-gola-system/


1. FLAT GOLA

Flat Gola Profile of Rincomatic is an ideal choice to get a modern and minimalist 
project. Its wide range of finishes allows innumerable combinations. With this profile, 
you can alternate between horizontal and vertical application in any of your designs.

Alt.1
With outside 
decorative corner 
cap 

Alt.2
With decorative end panel



Flat Gola Profiles of 
Rincomatic can be installed 
horizontally and vertically 
indistinctly, facilitating 
the join of tall cabinets 
and maintaining a precise 
distance to guarantee a flash 
look.



3. SUGO HANDLE / 
FLAT GOLA PROFILE

Sugo is an elegant and 
cutting-edge handle that 
Rincomatic offers as alternative 
for a comfortable opening of 
doors or drawers. 

It is an ideal complement for 
Flat Gola Profiles.

2. SYMA2 INGLETE 45º 
PROFILE HANDLE / 
FLAT GOLA PROFILE  

Syma2 Inglete Handle together 
with Flat Gola Profiles form an 
excellent pair for designs in line 
with the most current trends. 
Furthermore, its vertical 
installation is ideal for closets.



OTHER COLOR SUGGESTIONS 



14

+ SUGO

+ SYMA32 + SYMA14

https://www.rincomatic.com/en/sugo-handle/
https://www.rincomatic.com/en/aluminum-profile-handles/syma32/


1. SYMA32 + SYMA14 PROFILE HANDLE

The combination of Syma32 with its complementary Syma14 simulates a Gola style 
allowing an independent opening between the upper and lower front. Besides, its 
vertical installation is ideal for closets. 



 SYMA14

OTHER COLOR SUGGESTIONS 

Syma14 Profile Handle is another alternative to consider for the 
upper cabinets. It can be installed horizontally along the bottom of 
the upper fronts  mainteining in this way parallel lines between the 
base cabinets and wall cabinets. 

2. SUGO HANDLE

Sugo is an elegant and 
cutting-edge handle 
that Rincomatic offers 
as alternative for a 
comfortable opening of 
doors or drawers. It can 
be installed horizontally 
at the bottom of the 
upper doors.
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+ SYMA2 INGLETE 45º

+ CUSTOMIZABLE GOLA

https://www.rincomatic.com/en/aluminum-profile-handles/syma2inglete/
https://www.rincomatic.com/en/customizable-gola-profile/


1.  CUSTOMIZABLE GOLA PROFILE

Customizable Gola Profile of Rincomatic is another Flat Gola Profile that offers the 
possibility of being customized. This feature allows the creation of very unique and 
infinite designs.

2. SYMA2 INGLETE 45º 
PROFILE HANDLES

Syma2 Inglete Handle together 
with Customizable Gola Profiles 
form an excellent pair for designs in 
line with the most current trends. 
Furthermore, its vertical installation 
is ideal for closets.



CUSTOMIZATION



SYMA50 CUSTOM + SYMA16

The design of Syma50 makes possible to achieve multiple 
combinations between the finish of the door and handle thanks to 
its customization feature.

Together with its complementary Syma16 simulates a Gola style 
allowing an independent opening between the upper and lower 
front.

https://www.rincomatic.com/en/aluminum-profile-handles/syma50/


OTHER COLOR SUGGESTIONS 


